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PRAISE FOR S I T U

To engage with the narrative flow of Steven Seidenberg’s Situ 
is to pass through the looking glass of consciousness into a 
seriocomic world of “mnemonic throes” and “the null of 
place.” I think, therefore where am I? And what? And when? 
We feel the phenomenal world slip-sliding away, even as we 
marvel at the charged field of language and thought thus 
brought to light.

—Michael Palmer, author of The Laughter of the Sphinx

Steven Seidenberg has confected a stanza out of trains 
of thought that falter as explanation turns on itself too 
many times to grasp. He gives us the most amiable of mad 
narrators who twists gorgeous epistemological filigree, 
never escaping “captive selfdom” as the lonely audience of 
his own powerful articulation, an “inner other.” Situ is the 
fruit of the philosophical quest: a horror of the body—“face 
flush with the rancid muck that covers his cadaver”—and the 
rational mind in its infinite regress. “The point” is to capture 
the moment of knowing—the happy ending where truth is 
completely expressed.  But the unknown overwhelms the 
known as it becomes known as unknown, a terrain hidden 
between what can and can’t be said. This terrain is full of 
wonder, tenderness, laughter, failure, chatter. Our narrator 
enlarges it by increments as each stanza glides inexorably to 
its cliff. He hurls us over, only to start again with new faith in 
hundreds of fresh beginnings. 

—Robert Glück, author of Jack the Modernist



A feat of extreme smarts, folding in iterative density and 
intense decay, Situ does philosophy as labyrinthine lit. It’s 
the private demo of an unheimlich maneuver, a novel of 
raveling, a vagrant meditation, with its protagonist assuming a 
metaphysical/mind-body position (bent over himself, inverted) 
that leads to a voyage around his brume, a roam of his own. 
This is outsider metaphysics, insider epistemology, inside-
out methodology, limning limits of knowledge, will, action, 
language, memory, and unity in the creation, the scansion, 
of self and world. Literalizing notions of ground and point 
of view, and elaborating an abstract analytical baroque, a 
syntactical sublime, and an abject disoriented philosophy, 
Seidenberg creates a novel of sui generis reduction, full of dark, 
dreck humor, deep obsessional disorder, and relentless musical 
propulsion. Its intestinal yet Latinate formalism, its agonistic 
wit and ruinous wonder, its keen bent for passivity, would 
make Beckett chortle, Husserl mull, Descartes nod, Spinoza 
correspond, Melville wax fanciful. An original, gutsy book.

—Mina Pam Dick, author of Delinquent



ϕ



But that’s not all. This seat, his seat, has never been 
another’s, has always only been dispensed to find 
his occupancy near. To suit his nearing occupation, 

if not the present circumstance of being thereby occupied, 
of being set upon by only him, by him alone. This is to 
say that as he turns his gaze back to his harbor, no matter 
what corrosive goad provoked him to dethrone, the cardi-
nal intimation that his pulp should find no lading on that 
ramshackle recliner leaves him hardly an existence—hardly 
corrigibly extant—a manifold of carrion both drifting past 
and soon to come, and soon to spoil here…

ϕ

Surely it has happened before, he thinks, he has left his 
bench before, many times, countless times, which does 
nothing to prevent him from attempting such a count, an 
assay that’s near equal to the feint of its achievement, at 
least when it’s considered from the outside, or…the out-
side of the outside, nearly the inside, but not quite—not 
yet—he still knows the difference…knows the difference is 
all difference, every difference held in state both in and out, 
in state and kind…
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ϕ 

There was that one occasion, just the other day, he can 
almost feel the weight of the sun on his back…It was 
the last sun, the last time there was a sun, that the weight 
of the back of the sun was…He can almost taste it, that’s 
what they say—that’s what they say they say, he thinks—
that one can almost taste it, when one thinks that one can 
taste it…But that’s not right…not quite his right, if nothing 
less obscure…He thinks that if he manages to disregard 
all other sense—the less of it, the more of it, he thinks it 
could be all—then he can nearly cast himself back into that 
last phoebus, perhaps the brightest double yet to simper 
through the burnished vault, the vaulting bar…

ϕ

Just the other day. The other day, when he had, for example, 
left his bench for nothing less than the necessity of leaving 
his bench, and nothing more perhaps, again perhaps, per-
haps again…For nothing more or less than the necessity 
of leaving his bench, an urgency made manifest by noth-
ing more or less than the perplexed and blushing affect of 
his calentured cheek, his lips adrift from gums in pained 
retraction from the glossa, and the next ostensive centering 
of everything that centers on a muscular convulsion of the 
egress, of the split…

ϕ

But no, he thinks, not yet, or not again, he’d rather vow; it’s 
always best when yet is made indifferent to again, when 
one can’t tell the difference—when the difference is in-
different—and yet again is again yet…always when what 
has not happened nonetheless rescinds its dun opprobrium 
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of losses and returns that fevered omphalos to some intrin-
sic innocence of gusts…Perhaps it was the wind made spit 
to transpierce his latissimus, perhaps his mast fit witless to 
the porch of his arrival, but—it’s so he sees, he sees it’s so, 
for once he can attend the rule, and this time, just this once, 
not merely sharp his eager focus on the absence of a speaker, 
of a speaker spoken to by speaking out…

ϕ 

There was a sun the other day, he felt its weight upon his 
back, but even in the living of that moment he still failed 
to think…still rightly failed to think that mass an attribute 
of anything but his deferred reception, of his burden in its 
hauling, a fantasy of ballast that seemed sweet as it reached 
tongue. If he cannot taste it, he cannot bear it—an endless 
source of trouble in his commerce on the boulevard, how-
ever one can say that he has bought or sold his wares. If he 
cannot taste it…

ϕ

It is not his, this foundling glimpse, but everything that’s in 
it is imputable to him. He cannot think this protean reduction 
of the scene to some assemblage of distrait associations—of 
surrenders of the outside to some intimated core—accord-
ingly a predicate of his peculiar potency, his binding resig-
nation to a boundless drive, a soughing dray, but who is 
really able to make such returnless venture allege a con-
formation to a vision of achievement, so a practice in the 
slightest way compelled? An odd rhetorical; who’s to say 
anything…to speak anyway…

ϕ
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Thus accepting his unknowing—if unknowable—accep-
tance of a world that’s not on offer but is taken up by force, 
the sense of sensibilities not understood as sensate allows 
a nearer vision of his present paralipsis, of what he thinks 
a vestige of his minderless lookout. Nearer is not inside, 
it may be, but there’s the triumph; to be inside would be 
equal to a positure bemused. If it’s inside that you’re after, 
then it’s inside…

ϕ 

Thus revealing his acceptance of a world he thinks as given, 
of a world he’s since received…he’s since aroused, if still 
too soon, he thinks back to the last sun, the only sun he’s 
managed to think back to as a likeness, but still he can’t lay 
claim to having ever claimed it present, so to here fulfill his 
promise…his next promise to the absent…

ϕ 

How else could one model such an aftermath of voices? 
How return one’s thinking to a day so long ago? So long 
past? Return such empty savor to the trick of having past? 
Why not here allow this indiscretion—this offensive—to 
take one no less willingly than bound towards such presen-
timent…towards some resolve that’s set before the passions 
of the scene to come? To come, it is to come, he thinks, but 
that is not his present purpose, nor is it…

ϕ

The last sun, the only sun, the only is the last sun, and that 
past long or short ago, whenever it played out within his 
in, it doesn’t matter…Whether it matters or not, that is to 
say, he knows it can’t be known, if for no other reason than 
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the fact that such a standard is precisely what’s gone miss-
ing since it happened, since it last appeared…

ϕ 

Without this subjugation to the discrepating shadows—
some atmospheric median to measure up against—he knows 
that he can’t hope to frame the passage of the hours, and 
without the passing hours his days appear a nearly insur-
mountable expanse. Perhaps he can hope, but he doesn’t; 
for him it’s proved impossible to cite what he’s collected 
as a singular impression—as a summary dissemblance—
without the sense of passing into typic pose. He remem-
bers only that which is inestimably long ago, for the fact 
that if the estimate were obvious to him—and that is all 
that means, he thinks, that viscerous alterity of cherished 
modes, of modes held dear—then he’d recall the figure of 
such gustatory ignis whenever it had slithered into happen-
stance, so had at some present time appeared…

ϕ 

All this to elucidate his wholly novel status…his displace-
ment from the outside of the inside of the view, a posture 
unexampled to the auditors of fortune as they’re passing, 
as they saunter quickly past his septic cipher of a seal. He is 
as yet none other than another, than no other other ought…
not only as an other, but as all others, as every other ever 
ought to be. That some are is as others ought is not his 
pressing problem, but of him…but for him…

ϕ 

Enough. He’s had enough. But such conditional satiety 
won’t dissuade him from returning to a moment from 
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which he’ll soon forever more depart, when once again the 
burden of a passing fancy passes into dilatory savor, the 
radiance coerce a squint from convalescent pupils and the 
heat upon his neck impel the sweat to start…

ϕ 

He can still recall that day as clearly as…as clear as this 
one, but he can see it clearer; it’s not that it’s more prox-
imate, but that it’s limned in greater detail, as a spotlight 
can illumine in an instant what’s been hidden from the easy 
eye for centuries. When was it, he wonders…no, that’s not 
the crucial question, not the right question, he’s sure. Even 
he—despite his longings—will not foist upon his subjects 
the vexation of such trivial concerns. Or perhaps that’s not 
the reason. Rather rather. Rather rather than perhaps…

ϕ 

He is yet rather incapable of saying…of deducing when it 
was that he was last, perhaps still first, but surely last…
when he was last afflicted with that menacing exigency, 
that cavalcade of poses that his plethora implies. It would 
be foolish to assume the contradiction has escaped him, 
that such contraction of cross purposes—cross explana-
tions, he believes, as though he might esteem his dreaming 
motive into some triumphant portrait of conditions not 
just born out, but derived—could slip by without notice, 
not by tongue or affectation but by being likewise thrust 
into an unshared world…It would be foolish, he accepts, 
and while such foolishness won’t push his expedition into 
shipwreck, he feels it as a shot across the prow…

ϕ
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And neither is his pleasure what excites such restive pur-
pose, what instigates his suppliance to such a feckless 
trove. No pleasure, really. He confesses to no pleasure in 
the pleasing, but in his image of the being pleased…

ϕ

He has this once remembered…has suggested to his alter, if 
only just this moment having first inferred its gaze, that his 
facile acquiescence to this inchoate adventure may be two-
fold, but in each case feigns the one…the singular surrender 
to…

ϕ

Need he go no further? No, that’s still not it, he thinks, 
not as it’s most liable to engender such resolve. Need he 
make it clearer, more like such a one would fairly suffer in 
return? It’s always been a posture of passivity he’s after, 
a threshold of receivership he ambles ever towards…Need 
such a hapless seity go anywhere, he wonders? No, there 
is no need, it goes without saying; there is no need to say 
it, but what’s more…

ϕ
 
One need not say one need not say, he can’t help but remem-
ber, a fact that won’t prevent him from attending to that 
standard for the equally impertinent, but no less circum-
stantial…does not ever thus prevent him from the saying 
for the exploit of disclosing that what needs be said is 
nothing…nothing like what is said, which is always as a 
surfeit, the always more than nothing that this symbol of 
an absence makes intrinsic, makes a predicate; the vessel 
that each more than merely nothing serves to fill…
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ϕ

He has unconcealed a twofold explanation for his ran-
cor—his subtle divagation, as a parenthetic pause; he has 
recalled that at his earliest awareness of the sun upon his 
shoulder, his neck, his back, the back of his neck and the 
front of his shoulder, as felt through spreading gelatin of 
grimy frock, of molting peel…that the advent of the shine 
through that imperious edema stirred him from his resting 
place to seek out some relief. To seek an ease from what 
had seemed a visceral distemper, accorded by the fevered 
cusp of spitting lips, of guts clenched tight…

ϕ

So which is it, he wonders, which point for the pointer, for 
the pointer to point to as his foundling husk, his ported 
shell? It is easy enough to accept the occasional coinci-
dence of sun and seizure without designating primacy of 
stimulus or cause, but it is just as easy to deem either the 
occasion…the placeholder of a world expelled from aspi-
ration or expectancy, a world that’s been unyieldingly…
interminably deferred. Deferred to present circumstance, 
that is…that is the presence…

ϕ

Deferred to present circumstance, that then of spendthrift 
splendor—both writ across his rictus and the vizard of the 
star—was made at last at least to seem an equal approbation 
for this consummate remainder, this submission to an other-
wise importunate regard. Just who’s being importuned, who 
being importuned…

ϕ
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One thinks of every circumstance as serving some base ego, 
some target of intention that is consummately in, which is 
to say—not out…He thinks of every mover as a person-
hood, an agent, whereas the seeming obverse is not graced 
with such resort. Not every fitful anima is likewise capa-
ble of movement but…In this case both coincident condi-
tions—the fever that ingeminates the out that mirrors in, 
and the in that takes the mood of every out to be its own—
are identically engrossing, and together serve as setting for 
this portent of a finished tale. Or that one, he thinks. That 
one that he thinks of, and not in…

ϕ

And so it was that when the sun was last lit blear and bold, 
when last his weary rapture hit that muzzle of a gloam, 
and not because of, not by virtue…He slackens and he 
hesitates, he fractures every fractured stone, and there, 
just there, he seizes on an inkling of some next propitious 
advent, a supplicant’s peremptory refrain. He recalls that 
pulsing plenitude because it was quite blinding, because 
that gasping vault was so discordantly ablaze, but that’s 
not why he’s stumbled into that same recollection, why he 
can’t seem to stop himself from yielding to this swoon. For 
that he has himself to blame. In that, he finds his witness…

ϕ

But that’s not it at all, he thinks, that’s not his it at all. Or 
while that’s not not it at all, that’s still not it, and it’s always 
just the shibboleth of this perplexed anaphora he’s after. 
That it. This that. That this it…

ϕ
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What matters is…what is the matter is, that is, is that that 
once…that once before…that at least once before he left his 
bulwark unattended, precisely as he had at some pass prior 
to this last return, and that time, while perhaps still some-
thing less than…or is it more…either more or less than 
singular in occurrence—not unique, that is to say, in his 
typology of forms—is nonetheless the only instant…the one 
instance of abandon he can actually remember, or in what 
he imagines as a present tense recall…

ϕ

That one last time the sun was out, and inside he could feel 
his bloat amount to an exigency, a want, he is convinced, 
that no consumer of like character can fail to fully slake 
without…Without at once erupting, in the strain of abne-
gation; without discretely bursting, before the next pass 
through…

ϕ

He knows this is a commonplace, in his life as all others; 
he knows that recollecting just this instance is inane. What 
matters is that in his view the present scene is singular, and 
that not for the reference to his past evacuations, but the 
length of time it took him to retreat to place and prime; 
that in all other incidents of leaving off by leaving place his 
leaving had no consequence—achieved no signal anomie, 
thus adduced neither discomfort nor ensuing palliation to 
apportion with a logic, or a cause…

ϕ

That he can only recollect one previous occurrence of the 
kind might prove a fault in his analysis, but it’s a point 
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of scant relation to what concerns his…what concerns him 
here and now. Which is the understanding…the drawing 
out of what in substance made his stray from course result 
in such ponderous dudgeon, in refractory replacement—a 
change in state accepted, if in any tense endured. If revealed 
at any moment that’s conceived of as at present; as having 
been—or soon to be—described in present term. To catch 
the nervy beast one must not spring out at a distance…

ϕ

What makes such recall apropos, thus different from all 
others—from that of any other other, next to or to come—is 
that he has it, and so can give a shape to that lost movement 
in the now. This is not to say that what on this deferred 
occasion has acceded to the mind’s eye—or even on that 
very same occasion this occasion here evokes—is what 
there was…is exactly what there was when it was there, 
there on the outside, but only that such aggregate bears 
some obscure proximity to what he thinks there is or was…
there was or is…

ϕ

Perhaps it is a kind of saying—a modulation of no small 
consequence. Perhaps he is saying to himself what he believes 
does not corroborate such cursory…such uniform reversion 
to some singular momentum neither distant now nor near, 
as refuse bobbing on the waves that catches the regard of 
idle gazer so that, following, the speed of what had once 
appeared the chaos of the deluge reads as stagnant in rela-
tion to the moving shore. He is saying to himself that thus 
distinguishing the torrent—thereby bringing it to stasis, if 
not keeping it in view—does not confirm…should not beto-
ken the singularity of anything but a detail in the bracket of 
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attention, where before…where before that there was no 
such, there was none…

ϕ

There have been times, he thinks, and thinks it with a con-
fidence unsourced in evidentiary display…There have 
been times, he knows, not knowing any reason he should 
know them so…

ϕ

There have been times before this insurmountable re-
gression—times when he had left his harbor just as non-
chalantly, though only one such previous example leaps 
to mind. And that, it seems assured, is only sure on this 
occasion for a preternatural deference to some other sort 
of praxis—or perhaps of the same sort, but in some future 
sort of mull—when his quondam discomposure will with 
similar imperative require him to quit his place and so 
relieve his bloat…

ϕ

There is no such directory he’d like to now endeavor—
that he’d ever like to now pursue as any patent end—and 
for this no pursuer would be less likely to thank him, if 
he could in the midst of his habitual aversion keep control 
over the impulse to do as he would want to now avoid. 
It can’t be much of a surprise that one so full of virtue—
so wholly virtuous, he thinks, as though he need remind 
himself—would conscientiously distrust the capricious 
pulse of longing, and in order to ensure he doesn’t rashly 
follow whimsy in the face of this predicament—that he 
won’t fail to understand what led him lurching lengthwise 
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into this most thrilling spate—he’s inclined to purpose for-
ward towards his full disinclination, an easement somehow 
palpably…intractably his own…

ϕ

That the glint of shining rill…the shining rill of corusca-
tions should impregnate his mute sputter of a credo with 
mimesis—with a clarity that mirrors the illuminated detail 
of that always thought as sedentary mise-en-scene…That 
the clarity of detail in the bracketing of portions—in each 
compelled distinction that seems inner as its own—should 
more probably engender the recurrence of that savor—well, 
the trouble with imputing cause to some fixed correspon-
dence seems implicit, so expressing it inane…

ϕ

Yes, it is more pleasant; he commands a zealous taste, that 
is, for even sparse illumination; he’d happily solicit any taw-
dry torch to brighten up his gloom. But why would such 
impulsive inclination effect purpose? Why does it matter 
that he likes the play of sunlight on his vistas, that the 
void should seem to open with this impudent élan? Does 
pleasure play a role in any comparable recurrence? Can 
one only recapitulate what one has first enjoyed? And 
most importantly, perhaps, in hopes of searching out a 
witness…a testament to what he here unerringly presumes, 
does the mist of bruising skies deprive the world of focused 
detail? Does limpidity revealed and then occluded still pur-
port no more a loss of what was there, set in the sun? Is 
there not a clarity to even blurred horizons? Is there motive 
to believe the clearest detail the most real…

ϕ
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The problem is this; he’s arrived at…is possessed by this 
unwieldy anamnesis as though a divination—as a vision 
thrown upon him—transported from attendant inflamma-
tion in the darkness into spatterings of mollifying glare, 
but such clarity of provenance has only been occasioned 
by an evident resumption of the danger—of the menace—
enough of a departure to make any next occurrence of a 
past life seem irrelevant at best…

ϕ

At worst, the seeming unreality of that myopic syzygy might 
spread across his purview as a common sick, a rampart that 
can’t hold against the guise of forward thrust if any ragged 
cut of stump or stone is out of place, but even so his joy at 
the return of that insipid gleam compels him to refocus on a 
visionary emptiness of far greater concern—his replacement 
of his placement from the aspect of eternity with his place-
ment in the confines of some singular duration, his unwit-
ting and unwanted abdication to this daily flux…

ϕ

That the recollection of past pleasures should increase the 
pain of present importunities is nothing new to him—nor 
to his interlocutors, as he would here portray them, as if 
he could incite such wraiths to fit his measly wont. If one 
has ever had a single pleasure interrupted—and if one’s 
ever pleased, he thinks, that pleasure’s sure to finish—then 
one has lived the pain of recollecting that lost portion, the 
longing for some excitation one can’t know again. Still, the 
defect that confounds him is of a different…a more funda-
mental stripe, a credence which—occluded from the pose of 
such base certainty—could never be in any set or series 
unconvinced…
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ϕ

The problem, he continues—or one problem, really, one 
of only few, but only one…The problem here most urgent 
is that he’s realized this demurrer to mimesis by the con-
trast it presents to present fortitude and theme, and such 
examination can’t address the singularity of the process, the 
fact that this past bracket in particular draws such resolute 
attention to that fulgent blight, that umbral bane. Even if 
he fathoms why the image should beseech him in some 
moment of vainglory, he still can’t say what justifies this 
instance of what surely must be many comes to mind, and 
this alone…

ϕ

And though he understands why he inclines towards this 
occasion over others not yet brought to story or to mind, 
such assertion suggests a knowledge of those junctures 
whose existence—thus whose nature—remains implicit to 
his seemingly dispassionate recall. The first hurdle, really, 
really just the first, is that his ardent pleasure in that past 
life—in the past life of the star, if not his own redacted 
pulse—is not sufficient to discriminate the episode that 
currently enthralls him from every other outwardly homol-
ogous retort. Still he can recall no one but that, but that one 
plexus—a cynosure that cleaves a world so sanguine in its 
savor, so dazzling in its burnished moat…

ϕ

Intrinsic to his state of mind beneath that torpid cinder is a 
knowledge—a conviction—that not only was that moment 
not the only of its kind—of such a profligate excrescence, 
such a surfeiting parole—but that it’s neither neither first 
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nor last to take that fraught mimesis for the flush of his 
deflection, the circuit that his voluble compendium in-
scribes. He knows it is not singular—at least as it seems 
pertinent to this now heedless nor—in defiance of the 
poverty of other known surrenderings to grope of tongue 
and membrane within the darkling purview of some future 
mull…

ϕ

An aimless approbation it may be, but interior to the patois 
of his colloquy just the same. He knows that in that instant…
within his instantaneous remembrance of that instant there 
are many such auxiliary inclusions which he can’t remem-
ber now but for that backlog…his abdication to that backlog 
of intents…

ϕ

It’s not that he recalls it ever happening…its having happened 
to him more than once, in the full and fetid fever of the twin 
suns—the inner and the outer, as the thingness of the idea 
of the thing and of the thing—but that in that then he can 
recall he could recall some one or many other times before 
then, one or many, he doesn’t know, or can’t recall, which 
amounts to little difference, the same difference…

ϕ

In that once then he knew that it had happened then before 
then, though of that then he can’t recall the now or the now 
then…

ϕ
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Why any one occasion should take precedence, he’s uncer-
tain, he can’t say…Why some one occasion should seem more 
than any other in the mayhem of his memories he has no 
distinct idea, but only fragments…

ϕ

He believes that in that then there was another then, for 
knowing then the ease he felt in thinking his return to his 
last harborage a fait accompli. That now he should recall but 
this one instance and its surety—a surety that surely arro-
gates an iteration neither singular nor singularly claimed—
has insistently revealed a certain real within his rancor, the 
real of what such craving unremittingly commands. There 
is a hidden clarity within that pallid landscape, an under-
lying target on his way back to his berth. Such is the nature 
of surprise, that one finds error in expectancy…

ϕ

Even could he recollect no model of expectancy fulfilled, his 
reflexive shock at finding his seat occupied would con-
tinue to insinuate some unexpressed epitome of having 
happened otherwise, something like unto remembrance, 
if not precisely imaged as occurrence in the view…And 
so he wonders; what significance the fact that he remem-
bers that phenomenon, any such phenomenon any way at 
all? What is it about that time in particular that recoils into 
consciousness? That lends that static vista the tincture of 
truth…

ϕ

He returns to the impression that the image made upon 
him, the complexity of detail that the light seemed to reveal. 
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That the light revealed, that is, not as refraction of a dappled 
world but of an inner stasis, of everything not as it is, but as 
one thinks it will. Why should such lucidity be prudent to the 
nature of the thingness it puts forward as a forward? Why 
not take the haptic mists of some occluded starscape—some 
ruin of fog and clouds rent from the sky—for precisely 
that precision, but as such in the limning of an image of 
the blear? Is a preference for lucidity…for the glinting gold 
putrescence of a gloating star enough to justify some claim 
to rectitude, to discernment—that only in that focus can the 
truth find its villein? What leaning is, what preference is—
it’s all too much to hazard. What he wants to know is where 
the foundling present finds its presence, in what perfervid 
slither into fistule, into void…

ϕ 

It seems to him that even this indomitable litany of rhetor-
icals requires more than isolation in the thingness of the 
thing as it appears; that every passing moment, regardless 
of its character—every image of the gilded fields trans-
posed upon the plough—is indentured to duration through 
its presence, through the total that displays it as a picture 
of what’s now what’s yet to be revealed…

ϕ

If any world endures as such it can’t be in an instant; its 
passage through the present must extend both to and fro. 
Think, he thinks, a knot of string split loose upon the pave-
ment, imagine its frayed ends unfurled across the bound-
less marl; watch it trailing off, while firmly fastened to this 
nodule, an omphalos he tries to think as infinitely small, 
but he can’t do it, he just can’t, and so his insight takes 
this form; that the infinite extension of the future, contrary 
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to accepted trust—and it seems to him a common precept, 
even if it’s here professed as some form of digression, as an 
unexampled subtlety, an evanescent leap—is not mirrored 
in a focus without meter, without substance; a limit whose 
ostensive pith is proffered as a traipse across…

ϕ

But metaphors alone, he thinks, suggest such meager pros-
pect he wishes there were something like a bit of twine in 
sight—something other than his thinking thoughts to succor 
as a purpose in the midst of this compulsion to such dith-
ering descant. He scans the ground for some one thing, for 
anything, for just enough, but still he comes up empty; he 
finds only some sunny day no longer in the present…that 
is no longer present but…that this now is encumbered, 
nay, encompassed by in toto, a peon to some vacant—yet 
vestigial—ideal…

ϕ

And so he thinks he understands the rule of such dissem-
blance, the organon by which appearance manifests as 
real—that set behind the landscape is what’s set within the 
landscape; that the essence of the sighted is what’s cobbled 
into view. What more could he depend upon to move…
to move on from, he asks himself, but there’s no answer, 
neither question to direct his affectation of a counterclaim. 
Too much more, he thinks, though even that without con-
viction, lacking any method to mark progress or decline…

ϕ

He’s thinking too much more than this, than any just as 
this is, in this case what elicits his return to nearer stall; so 
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the trick of superfluity that draws him to his nature was 
uttered into purpose by the maundering remains of some 
expectancy obstructed, a game of locks made level by the 
push and pull of tides. He that ever…ever…He that ever 
needs return to what returned him to his hope of second 
chances soon excoriates the cureless wound of certainty…

ϕ

What seems to him so hopeful—an abundance of resilience—
is that he felt not only such a certainty when finding him-
self purposed into similar occasions in the past, but that the 
one he now recalls is still unusual in some way—still offers 
him a pretext for its unrivaled propinquity within his rec-
ollections, its character fit to the plight that sets his weary 
frame. Finally, a reason. Finally, a cause. He’s sure that this 
peculiar apparatus, if it is in fact peculiar, he knows that he 
can’t know…that this control he judges so specific in its nature 
is not only instrumental in the forming of his faculties, but 
also the appraisal of his place and fortune now. What he 
knows or thinks he knows…

ϕ

What he thinks he has discovered is the means by which 
some enterprise he roughly calls conatus chooses one form 
to return to over others that don’t differ much in sub-
stance—in trace of shape or substance—despite its apposi-
tion to this or that occasion that’s occasioned its recall. As if 
aptness were a quantity…were conceived as quantifiable…

ϕ

But it isn’t, he assures himself, and that’s the fitting point. 
What arrives as a constitutive reprise of this incipience—
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what’s perfectly understandable when considered from this 
stance—has failed to take account of both the practice and 
economy of such unwitting paragons, to understand the 
mechanism by which the shared coherence of the senses 
feigns the modal iterations of such egoless consent. What he 
thinks he has discovered—has achieved, devoid of want—is 
that the image is made flesh by an associative praxis, that 
within every presentiment lies a fleeting collocation to the 
seer—the receptor—without which no duration would be 
possible, so no seity assume appropriation to pursuit…

ϕ

Absent such duration—thus the buttress of enduring—one 
could never think the world as true, which is to say as extant. 
To say the truth or sense it, which he’s sure are the same 
thing. That he may not be right is of no consequence; if he’s 
wrong but it won’t vary the trajectory of his next resolve, 
then it’s not worth the working out until the future hits 
upon the means to sight that errant turn. As if that’s stopped 
him elsewhere, but…

ϕ

Back to the point. He must go back to the point. Always 
back. He must always go back to the point. The point at 
which he started when he started to go back to the point, 
there on the bench beside the bounding benchside…

ϕ

He’s departed from the point by recollecting his penulti-
mate attempt to go back to the point—the last that he can at 
this point recall, if nothing more. And that, he recollects, was 
just the point of recollecting the return he last encountered; 
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he can’t confirm, that is to say, that what he’s named as last 
is in all actuality his lattermost attempt to make his way 
across the damascene of upland drifts and plaited groves, 
and this seems an imprudent gap in his sweep of awareness, 
a hint of what he torpidly bemoans his baneful ignorance, 
his flaccid grasp. He tells himself again it’s inconceivable 
to try to tell oneself and find one’s effort fallen short, that 
one could never fittingly identify a difference—chart some 
method to distinguish—between such failed attempts and 
those same acts of telling, of repeating as though telling…

ϕ

He tries to convince himself—one tries to convince oneself, 
he thinks—and this sort of endeavor is surely destined to 
be foiled, if you’re made up…if you’re constituted as he is, 
which is to say you test the claims of proffered propositions 
by confirming to the world the truth of propositions tested…

ϕ

It’s the noteworthy impertinence of all such vain mimesis 
that to try is only meaningfully distinguished from to do 
if it’s conceivable that one should try and fail. To say that 
one is trying to continue in the absence of some menace to 
that diffident assent—or some imagined menace, if nothing 
quite so fecund, quite so real—is as much of an absurdity as 
any vain tautology propounded as a premise, or a proof…

ϕ

It’s ludicrous, he thinks, to think of trying to think, but 
to try to think of something…of something else when what 
one thinks of now commands attendant animus, and the 
thinking of the thinking otherwise—the trying to think 
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otherwise—includes within its eidolon the thinking of the 
same, well, he thinks it needless to say—that it’s demon-
strably the case, that is, whether one actually does so…
one thinks one needs to do so or not—that such attempts 
at focus often fail…

ϕ

And so he’s reached his first conclusion—or if it’s not his 
first, it’s surely his most recent—that all attempts to tell one-
self attempt to vouch for what one tells by means one knows 
are spurious, sometimes by appeal to an erratic inclination, 
and others the compulsive repetition of the same…

ϕ

Thus he tells himself; one only tries to tell oneself what one 
considers suspect…only represents oneself as trying to tell 
oneself after realizing that such attempt has failed. It is rare 
enough indeed, he tries to tell himself at present, to think 
that one is trying to tell oneself at present, meaning what 
one tells oneself right now one knows is wrong…

ϕ

That the last time he took foot into the thatch was the 
last the sun unfurled its rosy fingers through the slack 
of cumulous shroud, or that the last sun at his back was 
the last time that the sun was at his back—the last that 
he could taste the gleam of sun against his back—seems so 
markedly implausible that he can’t even tempt himself to 
ask for such a proof. What’s more, he doesn’t know why 
he should care or think it matters, or why he has claimed 
otherwise when he knows the claim is false…
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ϕ

It’s the last he can recall, which seems a reason to recall it, 
so why the first…the last avowal of its status as the first or 
last it happened? Why the yearning to make sequence in 
duration mirror order in the throb of his mnemonic throes? 
What reason for this puerile rage against such glib narra-
tion? For making of such wayward dreams a cipherable 
code? What reason to seek reason…

ϕ

It’s not that what he now recalls was neither first nor last 
to meet the passing standard he considers its assemblage 
at this instant—its relevance to resources ready to hand—
or that he’s happened onto such a paltry sense of certitude 
by palpating what’s in it, intrinsic to his recollection of that 
whilom trail, but that without some grasp of what enticed 
that single scrap from an infinity of remnants—of similars 
cast off into dissent, into delay—he can’t be sure of its verac-
ity—of its significance; that deprived of any motive to believe 
it worth remembering when others were not similarly sanc-
tioned with a place within his ceaseless seriatim of a cryp-
tic fray he doesn’t know he’s lived it, that he didn’t simply 
make it up from random, disparate fragments, as an endless 
game…

ϕ

If so many of the world’s best known occurrences can drift 
into the abject anonymity of absence—the silence of a his-
tory in common, and in common lost—then why should 
the remembrance of the lone, distracted quidnunc have 
to meet a greater canon, to justify its load as some variety 
of response? Why is it a problem that he recalls only one 
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moment—whether of that fulgent piquancy or the crisis of 
some inner bloat—when so much of what’s happened on 
the stage and scale of history—so much of what is happen-
ing right now, behind his back—has been forgotten without 
wherefore or demonstrable effect? When so much that is 
happening this instant goes unnoticed? Exempted from all 
practicable memory, or trace…

ϕ

There’s a difference, he’s concluded, or so he tells him-
self at least. The world stage he inhabits may be girded 
by the cosmos, but its modus—its existence—is still verified 
by sense. Such claim claims no reliance on some postural 
receptor; it may induce a unity of faculties entranced, but it 
still outstrips all deference to the charge of the extrinsic by 
apprehending sense as an accession to the compass of the 
sensor, a subjugated precinct that one’s faculties acquit. 
This is only to suggest that what so many take as license 
to speak freely—even of the history of histories, perhaps—
is not so different from his privilege, in that both require 
reason, not to think the past as extant but to unconceal the 
grounds on which that portion has been poised as a totality, 
a fixed result. Such singular prepotency is what in any order 
of causation serves to supplicate the past life of the seity 
who’s lived it to the ends that selfsame seity occasions as 
the one life of the aggregate—of the surface, or the null of 
place…

ϕ

Why not, he has asked often enough…he asks himself right 
now of far greater import…Why not first invert this com-
mon folderol of latencies if only for a look at his surrender 
to surrender—a submission to completion and to task? Why 
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not take the vital force that every nous is given and subject 
the apprehension that contrives it as duration to the same 
unyielding standards? Take the prospects and conditions 
that project the I as singular for the basis of discernment, 
the foreground of one’s forthcoming arrival…

ϕ

He knows that there are things to which he pays no heed at 
present—at any present presently regarded as received—
things whose very nature is to vanish without notice, to 
blunder by as though they’ve never happened in the first 
place or the last. And so within one’s field of view, one’s 
circumscribing bracket—the scene one can’t preclude, that 
is, whatever one’s restraint—one can always ascertain too 
many traits and idle facets, too many…

ϕ

Too many leaves and stones and grazing cracks upon pave-
ment, too many extricated swathes of rot across the turf; 
too many turns of concrete trowels and puckered interstices, 
too many bits of crumbled rime and assymetric slough; too 
many sweeping swirls of air against one’s shirt and trou-
sers, too many languid gusts of rancid breath against one’s 
skin; too many nerves, too many sighs, too many moments 
in each sigh…too many things that there are still too many 
of to name…

ϕ

The point is, he recalls, as though he’s ever lost it, and 
perhaps he has…Perhaps he lost the point before he ever 
thought of pointing, of pointing to the pointer, sighting the 
reciter…
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ϕ

If he’s lost sight of the point, he thinks, perhaps he’s never 
had the second sight to think of one such as his target—of 
any one point as his goal. As though an arbitrary aggregate 
of features—a convocation of distinctions brought together 
by proximity—makes the sign what it refers to, what refers 
it…

ϕ

The point is that there’s something…some dull faculty, 
perhaps…that there’s something that can pointedly account 
for any predicate, whether given as a trace effect of facul-
tative sovereignty or the address of all claims to such in-
genuous receipt—the simplest form of relevance contrived 
as comprehensible…as comprehended in the gamut of one’s 
push to act. There must be some way of accounting for 
what’s noticed, thereby counted; any counting that can be 
likewise accounted a descriptor—a descriptive affectation—
of the merely real…

ϕ

One must justify one’s choices, even if they’re never chosen; 
one must seek some sense and purpose in the labor of omis-
sion—the act that sets the frontier of the limit, of the whole. 
In this sense, he thinks…Is it a sense? He’s still uncertain, 
but that’s never been a bar to his continuing…his ongoing 
continuance before…

ϕ

In this respect awareness of what’s missing—what’s ex-
cluded—from the last unknowing radius but that given 
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second thought…given enough time for second thought ap-
pears a desultory aggregate of properties and predicates, 
reveals that there’s a mechanism fixed within propinqui-
ty—the means by which one brackets out what’s outside of 
one’s bracket, and thereby gathers only and so much as 
one regards…

ϕ

One means only and so much, he thinks, everyone means 
only and so much—and nothing more. What is not in is 
ascertained the limit of the inner that the out excludes—the 
inside of the out, devised an outwardly enciphered scale—
but what agitates him here is that so much is gone forever, 
without the chance to undertake recovery down the line; so 
much that can’t be understood as having been, as disappeared, 
and so cannot be found…

ϕ

A tragedy, he thinks, of chance delays and bygone chances, 
and forthwith thinking of them he comes close enough to 
weeping to look down…to turn his eyes down towards the 
molder and reach up towards his lineaments. He anticipates 
his tears, that is, and readying himself for what’s most usu-
ally demanded after such leakage transpires he draws his 
arm up towards his eye, his left arm, as it chances, and so the 
sleeves that swathe it, the sleeve of blouse beneath the sleeve 
of jacket, it goes without saying, without wanting or saying, 
without either wanting to move what moves with what one 
wants to move or saying what moves with what one wants 
to move, which self-evidently…which it goes without say-
ing has nothing to do with whether such a saying happens, 
whether thinking of such saying ever happens…
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ϕ

And so he lifts the left arm and the sleeves that swell 
around it, and so the skin and gore and bone beneath them 
to his eye—his left eye, as it turns out, he’s chosen that arm 
for a reason—the eye which holds a fullness he associates 
with…with absence, he recalls—the sudden realization 
that some unwitting elision can’t be rectified by any future 
strain. He lifts the sleeves up to the eye—left to left, he fan-
cies—while pulling right arm into torso, and stretching 
both eyes wide…

ϕ

It’s difficult to lift the lids discretely for the purpose—the 
purpose of the opening such alluvium requires. He realizes 
the raising of the right lid seems superfluous, but only with 
respect to the peculiar task at hand. It may serve any of a 
myriad of purposes not coincident with the effect the dila-
tion of the left means to enjoin—to assist him, for example, 
in the keeping of his balance while he reaches for the dis-
charge…

ϕ

He moves to wipe the grimy sleeves across his gaping ocu-
lus, stretched wide as if a snake’s mouth fit to swallow up 
the sky. He thinks of all that’s missing, all that’s left of all 
that’s missing, so to conjure what the movement of his arm 
hopes to belay. It’s such a waste, he thinks, such a waste 
of time and effort, attempting to dissemble what is yet a 
nearing anguish, a bereavement that’s predicted but that’s 
never come to pass. Such a waste. As if the proper use of 
anything can be presumed his method in anything, for any 
aim or purpose. As if, that is, an inner loss were granted 
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pride of precedence above the falling outside of the outside 
world…

ϕ

And so he draws his left arm to his excavated canthus, 
hoping that such apathy will mask what he imagines is 
still nearing its ebullience, to trickle cheek to jowl before 
it leaps to lower ground. It’s not that he believes the inter-
lopers who have taken up his harbor can now see him…
have ever seen him, nor does he imagine they possess an in-
terest in what interests his appearance of concern. He thinks, 
rather, that somewhere—perhaps beneath the hedges at the 
next turn in the byway—there are those who mean to find 
some inner defect in his carapace, his baggy verge; to tap the 
mourner’s impulse that’s advanced him to this fateful brink, 
this null of huddled dreams and supplantations…

ϕ

Yes, he has a fate he hopes to tease out from its passage, a 
fate he’d like to witness…to establish—then replace. Replace 
with what, one might well ask, but that does not dissuade 
him; it may be but an image of privation—of an affable 
impasse—but this remains sufficient to foment his next 
arousal, so to add the feint of rhythm to his languid dance…

ϕ

He lifts the grimy cloth that sheathes the left arm towards 
his vizard, he opens wide his blinkers to reveal the cloudy 
sky, he hopes to wipe the tears away, the tears that haven’t 
come yet, the tears that haven’t come, that aren’t coming…
The tears that aren’t coming aren’t failing to come fast 
enough to stop him from releasing arm up to his tearless eye, 
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and so what had been clear but for the vague vaticination of 
effusions still gone missing is confronted—is invaded—by a 
far more toxic tonic, the shit up to the elbow that serves him 
as array. What searing pain, what bracing indignation fills 
his senses! He rears against the force of this reminder…this 
remainder of a world beneath, a world behind—the world 
that fills his clothes…

ϕ

It’s just this breed of cark, he thinks, this species of infrac-
tion—the shock of what must always remain novel, what 
can never shake the sheen that shrouds the new—that led 
him to this tumult…to this bother to begin with; it’s just 
this sort of novelty that’s brought him to his insight, his 
knowledge of what’s absent from his knowledge of what’s 
absent…of what’s missing from his sense of all that’s miss-
ing from…He has, he thinks, revealed some part…some 
something about some part of himself to himself—a pose 
he was not only unaware of before this one, but that he did 
not for a moment have the impulse to inhabit, or suspect…

ϕ

Thinking that he never once suspected the putrescence of 
his raiment—of what now substitutes for raiment—says 
nothing of his having had some cause for the suspicion in 
the past. He thinks that if he’d thought about it even for an 
instant he would surely have determined what has since 
become quite plain—that he’s as noisome as is possible for 
such a host to provender, that no more filth can ever braze 
its seething hash to him…

ϕ
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There’s a limit to everything, to every superfluity or indelible 
debasement—thus the excess that in his case is the most de-
based of all. One can imagine, he imagines, an extension of 
each predicate that one avows discernible beyond its last…
its final…what develops as its most conclusive bastion—the 
form that somehow constitutes its probity, its kind—but 
that doesn’t mean intrinsic to that nature there’s no limit to 
keep such a straining infinite from happening; that some-
how the conditions that make possible a posture—which 
is to say continue it—do not bodily exclude a shift that’s 
possible in thought…

ϕ

So one might assume that beyond any state of rancor lies 
another more or less than in discriminating breadth—an 
endless diminution or advancement of extent—but with 
relatively little thought…consideration for the better—rela-
tive to what it takes to come to similar conclusions, to attain 
like ends by the same means, whatever they may task—it’s 
clear that any infinite extension of what’s already in excess 
is abridged by that which…by that substance which must 
suffer its effects…

ϕ

The weave of any textile, for example, restricts the mass of 
all that can be larded into it, and once that bound is met 
every attempt to go beyond it will be repelled by what’s 
already there, or take its place. Could one confect a fec-
ulence of infinite density, no thick of braid or aperture 
would offer up a limit to the amplitude of engorgement…

ϕ
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Perhaps, that is, he has become as filthy as he can be—as filthy 
as is possible, he thinks perchance to dream; perhaps his 
writhing vestment is as engorged with rime as it’s conceiv-
able for such a fulsome chasuble to sanction, given what’s 
at access in the form of such contaminants, determined by 
both how he lives and what he has consumed. Of course, he 
thinks, that he has reached this maximum has nothing to do 
with knowing he’s as filthy as he is; surely knowing how un-
clean one is—the full extent of one’s abjection—says nothing 
of one’s general understanding of the fact of one’s abjection, 
of one’s being convinced of just how squalid one has grown. 
And was he ever otherwise? Can he recall some distant life 
in which his corpse was free of all such vulgar desecrations? 
Alas, it is a question even he knows he must put off for an-
other time, a time that may well have been, rather than that’s 
yet to come…

ϕ

Perhaps by now he should have known to debar every lift-
ing of his sleeves within his orbit, least of all up to his shin-
ing aspect every time he sheds a tear, and as he suffers the 
effects of his failed indecision—of his failure to decide, that 
is, to do something else again—it occurs to him that this, 
too, is an image that’s gone missing, that he surely must 
have cause to recollect at every moment the uncompromis-
ing squalor of his bodily demesne. It seems unlikely any-
one could ever have arrived at this intensity of defilement 
inadvertently, given the variety of latitudes between such 
wholesale putrefaction and some paradigm of purity…It 
seems impossible to envision one could find oneself in this 
extreme a state of decadence without the slightest sense 
of that corruption of companionable norms. It’s not as if it 
happens in an instant…
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ϕ

One might conceive the cusp of true abjection as defensi-
ble—the vestige of some unremitting tenure of abuse—but 
such is not the form in which he finds himself at present, 
nor is such condition near the precincts of some border 
between his utter squalor and some mere veneer of filth. 
Judging by the sting that pulls his head down close to knee 
height, by the redolence of ordure that is forcing him to 
gag, he’s sure that he must long ago have passed by every 
limit…every protocol that might be thought within the scope 
of comity and commonweal, and so allow a possible return 
to place within his feckless kind. Yes, he must have known, 
and so he wonders…

ϕ

Is it true that a mistake is only granted the forbearance 
of some sympathetic compeer—of some comprehending 
mantle, engineered to meet the view—if that sympathy 
extends to other others just as haplessly endeavored or 
obliged? That to judge a judgment reasonable is to claim 
that any reasoning purveyor of the scene might achieve the 
same perspective? Might reach the same conclusion, even 
if it’s false? Yes, he thinks, he does in fact use just this awk-
ward guideline—he’s clear that he needs nothing more to 
satisfy himself—and in this case it’s confirmed that his assess-
ment…his surprise at the extent of both his redolence and the 
toxic tar that covers every inch of his habiliment will not be 
soon repeated—is not what any other sense of reasoning 
servility would see fit to pass time around, let alone in…

ϕ

And so he thinks he must have known that only this would 
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happen, or so he’d like to think it now, now that he thinks 
it’s clear. He’s sure that if he’d thought of it…that the 
slightest thought beforehand would have kept him from 
this sacrifice—he’d surely have considered any next time 
more than ripe enough for the expression of some…of any 
other choice, given the chance. Which is to say he’s ascer-
tained his action was unreasonable—was unreasoned—
proved by the condition that he suffers through…he suffers 
in, right wretched and right now…

ϕ

There is no deviation between acting in the name of some 
false judgment and acting without judgment—without 
choosing any postulate from the roster of such postulates 
one could sensibly espouse—but for the data gleaned from 
some craved reconsideration of one’s purposes, however 
they’ve been faithfully…been in the end abjured…

ϕ

And this is just one method, he thinks from his inver-
sion…from the posture of inversion that reveals his inner 
thighs…just one of many methods to recover what’s gone 
missing, a knowledge of that poverty in which his sub-
stance lies. Founders, really. In which his carcass founders 
on the way to some more permanent putrescence…Still, he 
takes exception…he excepts himself, at least; the sclerosis 
of decay—as both a process and a portent—is incapable of 
syncing the vicissitudes of edifice, neither the capricious 
mutability of ideals. There is never a putrescence that’s 
more permanent by nature—by the nature of one’s natur-
ing discernment of such ends—more permanent than that 
which is the state of all that’s given, all that gives…
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ϕ

But this dolorous imputation was not the germane point…
not the point he started pointing to by…And although 
such a compulsory appurtenance of rot may be his only 
portion—the most recent trace of what his coming appanage 
will seize—his awareness of that fleet enumeration of condi-
tions will wax and wane according to his progress towards 
another end. Towards that residuum of cravings which…

ϕ

One of many ways to reclaim his assemblage of a corpus 
as possession and so live it as it happens, which is never 
as it seems. Had he simply recollected—posed within this 
exposition—that his filth had traveled far past any network 
of engagement with another life, another stand, such recall 
would not have secured his active application of that in-
sight to the scene as it transpired—to the exigence of such 
peculiar commerce with himself…

ϕ

He’s always been aware of what creed forges his deport-
ment—the many times he’s had to use his fingers or his 
hand…He knows that he is rotten, that he’s rotting towards 
his finish in a manner that outstrips the putrid temper of 
his kind by some great margin, a distance greater still than 
that which differs such a sapience from that of any other 
primate thought of as distinct. No erectus he, he thinks, as 
though he’s just realized it—as though, that is, he’s trou-
bled by his status as exempt. Perhaps he’ll find another 
path…But no. Not yet, in any case. No ecce homo he. Not 
yet, not in all cases and declensions…


